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To the American People January 10, 1991

Please find herewith:

l. ll- 1-90 letter to Saddam Hussein -
2. l 1-7-90 letter to the Secretary-General of the UN
3. Addressees list for the l l-'7 letter
4. 12- 10-90 cover letter to 1- 3 above entitled "Gulf

I believe that if they thought about it for very few seconds a majority
of Americans anywhere in America would say "Let's give the Armstrong
Proposal a chance." And I believe that a majority of Americans have a few
seconds to spare for such a thought. And for the life of me I can't see why
the proposal shouldn't be offered.

It would have to be admitted that the proposal is a lot more fun than
war. It should be given a chance, even if only to see if Saddam laughs. We
still have time to get it to him before January l5 and he still would have
time to laugh or not laugh before that date. I mean, what if he said, "I accept
the Armstrong Proposall"?

In the instant crisis war means unprecedented violence, murder,
terror and disaster. Same thing once it's done. The guilt the US will build
out of its imagined terrible national stupidity will threaten the nation.
Peace, on the other hand means that that unprecedented violence, murder,

terror and disaster and that massive stupid guilt don't happen.
Peacemakers save war makers from their worst nightmares. Only

wimps send men to war. Others fight for peace. That Saddam thought

Iraquis were not the same as Iranians, and then Kuwaitis, does not mean we
need make the same mistake. Now that we really do understand that the
Iraquis are not only our brothers, they are us, war is not only ridiculous it is
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murder. The good thing is that murder is merely silly.
I didn't hear back from any of the addressees on the list. Llggakland

Iribnnasent back the letter and some other writings without comment. I

sent the package to a friendly journalist at the LA Times and it got buried
under his stack. I gave the proposal, some of my significant press, one of my
recent books and some other writings to a writer in a
box and she returned it all, also without comment a month later.

So somebody please pass the proposal on to Saddam Hussein.
Somebody else tell President Bush to hold off until the people have
considered the proposal and Saddam has had that chance to laugh. Some

by other comedian organize something. For the love of Godl

Gerald Armstrong
P.0. Box 751
San Anselmo, CA 94960
(415)456-6450 -
©'l'he Gerald Armstrong Corporation
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